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When Coalition forces toppled Saddam Hussein’s tyrannical regime, they found a formerly democratic legal system crippled by three decades of Ba’athist corruption. Public confidence that justice could be obtained under the law was virtually non-existent. Restoring the rule of law is a precondition for a stable, secure, economically-sound, and democratic Iraq. Extensive reform of judicial, penal, and police institutions is required and has begun.

In addition, those responsible for atrocities and abuses must be purged from power, prosecuted, and punished. Remedies must be developed for victims of persecution by the former regime, including redress for Iraqis forced from their homes to advance Ba’athist political aims. “De-Ba’athification” must also be complemented by some form of “truth and reconciliation” for those who did not commit serious criminal acts, but who benefited from affiliation with the Ba’ath Party.

Coalition and Iraqi interim authorities have initiated processes for prosecutions, resolution of property claims, and the de-Ba’athification of Iraqi society. After an initial unwillingness to cede any real authority, Coalition officials are finally beginning to transfer power to implement rule of law programs to interim Iraqi leaders. However, with few exceptions, significant substantive international participation has not been sought. History teaches that processes of transitional justice succeed when they acquire legitimacy among the affected population and in the eyes of the world community. Such legitimacy can best be achieved when Iraqi-owned processes are supported by international actors. The United Nations and other international organizations have substantial expertise from experience gained in other post-conflict settings. Coalition and interim Iraqi officials should draw heavily on this expertise and experience to help ensure success in reestablishing the rule of law and in the winning the peace in Iraq.
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RESTORING THE RULE OF LAW IN POST-WAR IRAQ: STEPS, MISSTEPS, AND A CALL TO MAXIMIZE INTERNATIONAL SUPPORT FOR IRAQI-LED PROCESSES

We achieved the important objective of removing the threat posed by Saddam Hussein by leading a coalition of the willing. Building a new structure of peace requires a wider basis.

— Dr. Henry A. Kissinger

On April 9, 2003, the world witnessed the symbolic demise of the despotic rule of Saddam Hussein as his statue in downtown Baghdad was unceremoniously toppled. A day earlier, President Bush and Prime Minister Blair issued a joint statement announcing the Coalition’s objectives for reconstructing the “new Iraq.” A primary Coalition goal was to set conditions in which Iraqis could establish “a united, representative government that upholds human rights and the rule of law as cornerstones of democracy.” The leaders vowed that in creating this environment the Coalition “will work with its allies, other bilateral donors, and with the United Nations and other international institutions.” In an offer of the “olive branch” to the United Nations (UN) and the international community after rancorous disagreement leading up to the Coalition’s decision to go to war with Iraq, Bush and Blair proclaimed that “[t]he United Nations has a vital role to play in the reconstruction of Iraq” and called upon “the international community to join with [the Coalition] in ensuring a democratic and secure future for the Iraqi people.”

Assessments conducted following the Coalition’s military victory revealed an Iraqi legal system riddled with corruption; judicial independence was a relic of history. In addition, legal infrastructure — courts, prisons, and police stations — was decayed or destroyed. Respect for the law was nowhere to be seen. Looters plundered at will and stoplights and traffic police were universally ignored. Public confidence that justice could be obtained under the law was virtually non-existent. Reversing a mindset that developed over thirty-five years of Ba’ath tyranny and convincing Iraqis to re-embrace democratic notions of justice would be no small task. There seemed more than enough work to keep the Coalition, interim Iraqi leaders, the UN, and other governmental and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) very busy in restoring the rule of law in post-Saddam Iraq.

After briefly discussing the history of Iraq’s legal system and the corruption occasioned by years of Ba’ath rule, the paper highlights the early reforms initiated by the Coalition and examines why international rule of law roles have thus far been limited. The paper then traces
the steps and, at times, missteps of the Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA)\textsuperscript{9} and the later-formed Governing Council of Iraq (Governing Council)\textsuperscript{10} as they struggled with challenging rule of law processes. The paper focuses particularly on: (1) prosecuting and punishing Ba’ath leaders responsible for atrocities; (2) providing redress to victims of Saddam’s brutal dictatorship, particularly those forced from their homes to advance political objectives; and (3) purging Ba’ath wrongdoers from positions of power, while providing a means of reconciliation for the many who did not commit serious offenses, but who nevertheless benefited from their affiliation with the Ba’ath Party.

The paper identifies specific roles the UN and other international actors are well-suited to play in developing and implementing these critical processes. The paper highlights the extensive transitional justice expertise and experience in the areas under examination and argues that increased international support to these “Iraqi-owned” processes will enhance the likelihood of their success. The paper concludes by urging the CPA and Governing Council not to lose focus of rule of law issues or to miss the opportunity to ensure much needed international help as the scheduled transfer of authority to a new transitional government approaches.

\section*{BACKGROUND}

\section*{OVERVIEW OF THE IRAQI LEGAL SYSTEM}

Iraq claims a proud legal heritage. The famous Babylonian Code of Hammurabi provides the earliest known comprehensive body of published law.\textsuperscript{11} Notwithstanding its deep historical roots, modern Iraqi jurisprudence is primarily a product of the Ottoman Empire.\textsuperscript{12} During the earlier periods of the Ottomans, Islamic law (“Shari-ah”) governed Iraq and other Arab lands that formed the Empire. During the nineteenth century, however, the Ottomans, inspired by legal codes of leading western European powers, promulgated major codes to govern commerce, property rights, and civil and criminal law and procedure. These codes remained largely intact following the post-World War I dismantling of the Ottoman Empire and, as modified by the influences of more recent Egyptian codes, still form a significant part of current Iraqi jurisprudence.\textsuperscript{13} Thus, Iraq is characterized as a civil code state, although some vestiges of common law influences from the period of British administration after World War I remain.\textsuperscript{14}

While the Ottoman-era codes reflect many reforms from secular European codes, modern Iraqi substantive law largely remains a codification of traditional Islamic law. Indeed, the 1951 Civil Code of Iraq, which remains in force, instructs judges to fill gaps in the codes by referring to principles of Islamic law.\textsuperscript{15} Thus, primary sources of modern Iraqi law include
Islamic law, constitutional law, and codified legislation. There are also several recognized “informal” sources of law including customary usage, the opinions of learned jurists, and judicial precedent. However, while these secondary sources may be instructive or persuasive for judges deciding a matter, they have no binding, \textit{stare decisis} effect.\textsuperscript{16}

\textbf{BA’ATHIST CORRUPTION OF THE IRAQI LEGAL SYSTEM}

On July 17, 1968, in a military coup led by members of the Arab Ba’ath Socialist Party (Ba’ath Party), the Revolutionary Command Council (RCC) seized control of the Iraqi government. Two months later, the RCC promulgated a provisional constitution declaring that the Ba’ath Party would govern Iraq through the RCC, exercising both executive and legislative authority. Following his assumption of power in 1979, Saddam Hussein consolidated power as the President and Chairman of the RCC, Prime Minister, and Secretary General of the Regional Command of the Ba’ath Party.\textsuperscript{17}

Although the provisional constitution called for an independent judiciary “subject to no other authority save that of the law,”\textsuperscript{18} it did not take long before these words began to ring hollow. In a series of decrees and legislative amendments, the RCC created special security and emergency courts that were staffed primarily by Ba’ath Party members who generally lacked legal training. These special courts, including the Revolutionary Court, the State Security Court, and the Special Provisional Court, robbed regular Iraqi courts of large portions of their jurisdiction and soon became potent instruments of regime repression.\textsuperscript{19} In addition, the RCC took control of the process of selecting and promoting judges in the regular courts by dissolving the independent Judicial Council and replacing it with the Justice Council, headed by the Minister of Justice, who reported to the president.\textsuperscript{20} As a result, Saddam Hussein effectively ensured an Iraqi judiciary that “was not only not independent, but very heavily dependent upon and an organ of the state.”\textsuperscript{21}

Those judicial officers, lawyers, and scholars who resisted state interference in judicial affairs generally lost their positions, were exiled, imprisoned, or even killed.\textsuperscript{22} Not surprisingly then, Iraqi citizens came to see the judiciary as simply another instrument of the state to protect and preserve the unchecked Ba’ath regime of Saddam Hussein. There was little confidence that the judiciary served and the protected the interests, rights, and freedoms of individual citizens.\textsuperscript{23}

\textbf{INITIAL ACTIONS AND LIMITED INTERNATIONAL INVOLVEMENT}

Recognizing that judicial reform was a precondition for a stable, secure, democratic, and economically-sound Iraq, Coalition authorities quickly embarked on a program “to institute the
rule of law in Iraq to the maximum possible extent." One of the Coalition’s first priorities was to identify and repeal laws and processes that had been used to trample basic human rights and liberties and take other steps to re-establish public trust in a new legal system that ensured an independent judiciary, impartial law enforcement, and equal protection and fundamental due process under the law. Little international assistance was required to effect these changes, although the CPA, acting as an occupying power, carefully and consistently invoked international law and UN Security Council resolutions as the legal authority for reforms.

Of course, reform of the judiciary and justice system is just one aspect of re-establishing the rule of law in Iraq. Like all societies emerging from brutal dictatorships, Iraq must also come to grips with important transitional justice issues, including retribution for past abuses, redress for victims, and eventual reconciliation. Given the degree of international expertise and the UN’s “comparative advantage” over Coalition authorities because of their perceived independence and impartiality, the international community appeared poised and well-suited to assist Iraqi leaders in developing and implementing these processes. However, despite early promising developments, nearly a year has passed since Bush and Blair called for significant international involvement in the rebuilding process and the CPA, Governing Council, and UN generally have failed to reach consensus regarding specific roles that the international community should play in restoring the rule of law.

There are several reasons why international involvement in rule of law processes has been limited to date. First, rule of law issues have been part and parcel of a continuing debate and disagreement between Coalition partners, among members of the Governing Council, and within the U.S. Government itself regarding how much authority the UN should have in Iraqi post-conflict reconstruction. In addition, shortly after the Security Council established the United Nations Assistance Mission for Iraq (UNAMI) to coordinate the efforts of the international community in Iraqi reconstruction, a terrorist bombing of the UN headquarters in Baghdad killed twenty-three UN workers, including UN Special Representative Sergio Vieira de Mello. Thereafter, the Secretary General withdrew virtually all of the UN’s international staff from Iraq. The continued absence of UN staff and NGOs from Iraq has made greater international participation problematic. Finally, there has been little serious dialogue regarding international involvement in rule of law issues lately because deteriorating security and political developments have forced the CPA, Governing Council, and UN to focus almost exclusively on the political transition scheduled to occur on June 30, 2004. Regardless of the reasons agreements have not yet been reached, the CPA, Governing Council, and UN should immediately seek to define respective roles so that critical transitional justice processes of
retribution, redress, and reconciliation can be advanced in the most efficient, effective, transparent, and legitimate manner possible. The remainder of the paper focuses on these processes and recommends specific international participation.

RETRIBUTIVE JUSTICE

In 1970, shortly after assuming control of Iraq, the RCC’s leadership declared full legal immunity for senior regime officials. Armed with this self-proclaimed immunity, Saddam Hussein and his inner circle acted with impunity, heaping more than thirty years of atrocities and abuse on the heads of Iraqis and their neighbors. A bedrock principle for a society founded on the rule of law is that no one is above the law. Holding Saddam and his associates accountable for their many violations of international and domestic law is a critical step in restoring the rule of law in Iraq. Prosecution and punishment of senior regime leaders for genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes, and other grave offenses sends a clear message of accountability for all offenders, including heads of state, and begins the healing process for millions of the regime’s victims.

MAJOR CRIMES OF THE REGIME

The list of the heinous acts committed by Saddam and his henchmen is long and well-documented. It includes the use of poison gas and the summary execution of prisoners of war during the Iran-Iraq War; genocide and the use of chemical weapons in the infamous Anfal campaign against Iraqi Kurds; numerous crimes against humanity and war crimes during the 1990-1991 invasion and occupation of Kuwait; massive killings and torture following the failed uprisings in the north and south after Operation Desert Storm; repression of the Marsh Arabs and Muslim Shi’as; and the forced expulsion of ethnic minorities from their homes as part of the “Arabization” campaign. While there has never been any real question about whether Saddam and others in his regime responsible for these atrocities should be prosecuted and punished, there has been considerable disagreement about the forum in which such proceedings should take place and the role of the international community in the process.

THE DEBATE OVER FORUM

Advocates for a UN-created ad hoc tribunal staffed by international judges and prosecutors, akin to those pursuing prosecutions of serious war crimes in the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda, or a “hybrid” tribunal composed of both local and international prosecutors and judges, like the special court set up in Sierra Leone, contend that most Iraqi jurists who remained on the bench were compromised by years of Ba’ath rule and lack the independence to
render justice to officials of the former regime. They also claim that those former Iraqi judges who left or were forced from the bench during Saddam’s rule are themselves victims of the regime and could not sit impartially. In addition, proponents of an international model argue that prosecutions of crimes against humanity are extremely complex and that degradation of the judicial system during the Ba’athist reign has left Iraqi judges ill-prepared to deal with such complexities. Finally, they contend that trials conducted by a purely local tribunal would give the appearance of being mere “show trials” whose judgments would not be viewed as legitimate by the world community.44

Countering these arguments, proponents for a national tribunal contend that Iraqis have borne the brunt of the former regime’s crimes and should control the prosecutions. Indeed, they note that the charter for the International Criminal Court45 expresses a preference for local control of trials, declaring that trials should be “internationalized” only when the local country is unwilling or incapable of conducting them.46 They indicate that Iraqis are certainly willing to conduct the trials and strongly dispute the contention they are incapable, noting that with some training and assistance, Iraqi jurists will be up to the task.47 In addition, they fear that, like the former Yugoslavian tribunal, an international proceeding could be held in a foreign venue in a foreign tongue, depriving most Iraqis of the long-awaited opportunity to witness Saddam and his cronies brought to justice. Citing the prosecutions in the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda, they also note that international tribunals have proved to be slow, cumbersome, and costly.48

CREATION OF THE IRAQI SPECIAL TRIBUNAL

The arguments advanced by proponents for an Iraqi-run tribunal generally carried the day. On December 10, 2003, CPA Administrator Bremer delegated authority to the Governing Council to establish the Iraqi Special Tribunal (IST or Tribunal).49 The CPA reserved authority to modify the Tribunal statute in the “interests of security.” The delegation also mandates adherence to at least minimal international standards of justice and authorizes, but does not require, non-Iraqis to be appointed as Tribunal judges.50 The same day, the Governing Council enacted The Statute of the Iraqi Special Tribunal.51

The statute gives the Tribunal jurisdiction over certain crimes committed by Iraqi nationals between July 17, 1968 and May 1, 2003. The enumerated offenses include genocide, crimes against humanity, and war crimes, as well as three categories of crimes recognized under existing Iraqi law – manipulating the judiciary, wasting or squandering public assets and funds, and pursuing policies leading to war against an Arab country. The statute expressly abrogates all immunity and eliminates any statute of limitations for the listed offenses.52
Under the statute, trials will be conducted before five-judge panels, with judgments rendered based on a simple majority. Decisions of the Trial Chambers are reviewable by a nine-member Appeals Chamber. The President of the Appeals Chamber serves as the President of the Tribunal and is required to draft rules of procedure and evidence to govern trials. The statute also directs the Governing Council to appoint investigative judges to gather evidence and issue subpoenas, warrants, and indictments, and independent prosecutors to take the cases to trial.53

In an attempt to assuage those supporting an *ad hoc* international or hybrid tribunal, the statute authorizes the Governing Council, “if it deems necessary,” to appoint experienced non-Iraqi judges to the trial and appellate panels.54 In addition, the statute requires the appointment of non-Iraqi nationals to advise and observe the work of the investigative judges, prosecutors, and trial and appellate judges to ensure adherence to internationally-accepted notions of due process and proper application of international law. The statute provides that in selecting these non-Iraqi experts, tribunal authorities may “request assistance from the international community, including the United Nations.”55 While the statute requires that a suspect’s principal lawyer be an Iraqi, international counsel may augment the defense team.56

**EXPANDING INTERNATIONAL ROLES**

Although some international roles are mandated by the IST statute, other potential involvement is discretionary. For several reasons, the CPA and Governing Council should maximize international participation generally and specifically should appoint non-Iraqi judges to trial and appellate panels. First, there are significant international equities. Over several years, UN agencies and other international organizations have devoted significant resources and energy collecting, analyzing, and preserving evidence of atrocities committed by officials of Saddam’s regime.57 In addition, many of the victims of Ba’athist atrocities are non-Iraqis.58 By appointing international jurists — particularly from neighboring Arab countries — to serve beside Iraqi judges in the IST, the Governing Council would send a clear message that Iraqis recognize the international reach of Saddam’s tyranny. Concerns that adding international judges would be viewed by Iraqi jurists as a lack of confidence in their abilities would be ameliorated by retaining a majority of Iraqi judges in all trial and appellate chambers. Whatever minor ego bruises Iraqi judges might experience would be more than compensated by the added expertise, transparency, credibility, neutrality, and legitimacy that the presence of international judges would bring.
In addition, as experience has shown, the costs in prosecuting leaders of deposed regimes for serious international crimes can be astronomical. \(^5\) Currently, all expenses of the IST are to be borne by the “regular budget of the Government of Iraq.” \(^6\) The international community reasonably could be expected to bear a share of these costs commensurate with the degree of their participation in the process. Savings realized as a result of international funding could be used to finance victims’ compensation programs. Finally, assuming the death penalty is an available punishment, many talented international experts may decline the invitation to participate in the process, even as advisors and observers. \(^6\) By enhancing the roles allocated to international participants, the CPA and Governing Council should be able to persuade capable and qualified experts, even those with a general opposition to capital punishment, to assist. Maximized international participation in an Iraqi-controlled process is the best means to achieve legitimate national and international objectives.

REDRESS FOR ABUSES

Providing redress through legal processes to the victims of the tyranny of Saddam’s Ba’athist regime is also an important element of the process of re-establishing the rule of law in post-conflict Iraq. Even remedies that fall short of a “make-whole” standard can go far to restore in victims a conviction that justice may be obtained under the law. The existence of credible legal processes for redress also dissuades victims from seeking extrajudicial methods of redress or revenge. While many suffered unjustly, some of the most victimized by Saddam’s regime were those forced from their homes in order to further Ba’athist policies and political objectives. These expulsions have resulted in a large number of refugees and internally displaced persons (IDPs). \(^6\)

NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM

Although the number of displaced Iraqis has been difficult to ascertain, a comprehensive report issued in 2002 estimates there have been between 600,000 to 800,000 forced displacements in northern Iraq and up to 300,000 in central and southern Iraq. \(^6\) The northern displacements generally involved a series of distinct but overlapping phases or programs. First, in the 1970s and 1980s, the Baghdad regime destroyed an estimated 4,000 Kurdish villages in an effort to subdue an independence-minded rural Kurdish population. \(^6\) Then, beginning in 1988, the regime escalated attacks on the Kurds in the infamous al-Anfal (“spoils of war”) campaign that included mass genocide and the use of chemical and other weapons of mass destruction. \(^6\) Next, following the short-lived, U.S.-encouraged Kurdish uprising after the 1991 Gulf War, thousands of Kurds fled or attempted to flee to Iran and Turkey to escape the
expected Baghdad retaliation. Finally, thousands of Kurds, Turkmen, Assyrian Christians, and other ethnic and religious minorities were displaced from the oil-rich Kirkuk region and from the strategically important area between Sinjar and the Syrian border through state-sponsored discrimination and repression that came to be known as “Arabization.”

In central and southern Iraq, thousand of opponents of the former regime were also forced from their properties, including both majority Shi’a Muslims who were expelled for what was considered pro-Iranian political activity and the so-called “Marsh Arabs” who fled fighting during the Iran-Iraq war or who were targeted following the unsuccessful southern uprising after Iraq’s defeat in Operation Desert Storm. Among other things, the campaign against the Marsh Arabs included raids to destroy villages, assassination and abduction of Shi’a leaders, and projects to divert traditional water sources and drain marshlands.

ACTIONS OF THE CPA AND GOVERNING COUNCIL TO DATE

Following the swift defeat of Saddam’s forces by the Coalition, many displaced and exiled Iraqis sought to return to their homes and reclaim lands and property they had formerly occupied. In some cases, these re-occupations were aided by armed Kurdish militia (”pesh merge”). The Coalition recognized that these self-help measures could result in violent altercations, as well as the secondary displacement of the pre-war occupants. Consequently, Coalition authorities implemented a policy designed to preserve the pre-war status quo and defer the resolution of property disputes until formal legal processes could be established.

Notwithstanding the Coalition’s “stay put” policy and even the occasional eviction by Coalition forces of ethnic minorities who had taken resettlement into their own hands, recent estimates suggest that approximately 30,000 Kurds returned to their original homes, resulting in the secondary displacement of over 100,000 primarily Arabs. The return of Kurds to flashpoint areas, particularly in and around Kirkuk, has also resulted in deadly confrontations.

In January 2004, the CPA and Governing Council took several important steps to deal with IDPs, refugees, and property claims issues. First, the CPA established the Ministry of Displacement and Migration (MODM) to develop and implement policies regarding repatriation, relocation, and resettlement of IDPs and refugees and to provide assistance to non-Iraqi refugees in Iraq. The MODM was also designated as the focal point to coordinate with the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), the International Organisation for Migration (IOM), and other agencies and NGOs working with IDPs and refugees.

In addition, the CPA delegated authority to the Governing Council to establish the Iraq Property Claims Commission (IPCC), which the Council did by promulgating a statute on
January 15, 2004. The IPCC consists of regional commissions in each of Iraq's eighteen governates and an Appellate Division composed of five judges with property dispute experience. Although the IPCC is a national program, the enabling statute allows regional commissions to seek assistance from other governmental and non-governmental actors and specifically authorizes the assistance of persons "who are experts on the subject of the claim." The statute also provides general principles to resolve claims. For example, the original owner would normally be required to compensate a subsequent buyer in due course for improvements made by the buyer. To minimize secondary displacement impacts, the statute entitles individuals who are evicted as a result of IPCC decisions to resettlement costs, available state land, or compensation from the MODM. The legislation also directs the Governing Council to issue additional guidelines and procedures to be followed by the IPCC. Claims to the IPCC must be filed by December 31, 2004. Claims filed after the deadline will be heard by regular Iraqi courts.

EXPANDING INTERNATIONAL ROLES

There are a number of reasons why the CPA and Governing Council should seek greater international involvement in resolving claims of victims of Saddam's displacement policies. First, UN agencies and several NGOs have a wealth of data regarding Iraqi IDPs acquired during their pre-war work in Iraq under the Oil-for-Food program. Since regime collapse, the IOM has also been involved in identifying and registering the primarily Arab IDPs displaced by the return of the original owners to their former homes. Much of this information could be very valuable to the IPCC in setting up efficient claims processes (e.g., knowing the numbers and locations of IDPs) and in resolving claims (e.g., knowing whether a particular claimant was displaced as a result of Arabization or by inter-Kurd fighting). Moreover, various UN organizations and relief agencies were involved in constructing thousands of housing units for Iraqi IDPs and could provide important information concerning property values and construction and relocation costs in different parts of Iraq.

In addition to providing critical IDP and property information, international actors can also share valuable lessons learned from other international property dispute resolution endeavors. Expertise gained by the UN and international adjudicators in establishing and administering the Kosovo Housing and Property Directorate (HPD) and Housing and Property Claims Commission (HPCC) would be of particular value since there are a number of issues encountered in Kosovo that the IPCC will have to face. Engaging the HPD and HPCC to learn how they dealt...
with these challenges undoubtedly will help the IPCC find efficient solutions and avoid potential pitfalls.\textsuperscript{88}

There are also a number of practical reasons to invite and encourage greater international involvement in the process of resolving property claims. For example, in volatile areas like Kirkuk, the more that individuals who have no stake in the outcome are involved, the more likely the ultimate resolution of competing claims will be viewed as fair and legitimate, thus reducing the possibility of violence and continued strife. In addition, the Coalition is expressly seeking international donations to help fund the claims resolution process.\textsuperscript{89} International donors will be more likely to contribute if given meaningful roles in the process. Moreover, because of the inherent humanitarian issues associated with these property disputes, the UN and other aid organizations likely can be induced to return to Iraq notwithstanding ongoing security concerns if they are offered opportunities to make substantive contributions to the process.\textsuperscript{90}

**RESTORATIVE JUSTICE**

Restoration of the rule of law in post-conflict Iraq will not end after Ba’athists who committed horrific crimes are brought to justice or even when victims of Saddam’s despotic brutality have obtained a measure of redress. Currently, a dark cloud hangs over an estimated 1.5 to two million Iraqis who were affiliated to one degree or another with the Ba’ath Party prior to the regime’s fall;\textsuperscript{91} some already have been subjected to violent revenge.\textsuperscript{92} To be sure, there were many, particularly senior leaders and members of the regime’s security apparatus, who committed heinous acts and merit the full measure of retributive justice. Others, including mid-level officials who were required to demonstrate their loyalty to the regime by trampling the rights of others, committed less serious criminal offenses or acts of abuse and intimidation. Their misdeeds warrant appropriate criminal penalties or other non-criminal sanctions. However, there are also a very large number of lower-ranking Party members who did not commit offenses and were not wed to Ba’ath ideology, but who affiliated with the Party to advance education and career opportunities or to obtain other benefits only available with Party association.\textsuperscript{93} Justice requires that these pragmatic, opportunistic Ba’athists be stripped of their perks and advantages.

Restorative justice should consist of complementary processes of purging and reintegration. The former process involves removing from public and private institutions and Iraqi society generally pernicious Ba’athist influences. In many cases, this purging requires the removal of former Ba’athists from positions of influence. Modeled after the post-World War II
de-Nazification of Germany, this purging process, that has come to be known as “de-Ba’athification,” is well underway, at least in the public sector.

DE-BA’ATHIFICATION

On May 16, 2003, as one of his first orders as head of the CPA, Administrator Bremer directed the disestablishment of the Iraqi Ba’ath Party, removed all “senior members” from public sector positions, and barred all “full members” from serving in any of the top three layers of management in national ministries or in other government institutions like universities and hospitals. Bremer’s order also directed authorities to investigate individuals subject to removal from government posts for prior criminal conduct. The CPA reserved authority to make exceptions to the employment bans on a case-by-case basis.

Later, the Governing Council, apparently acting independently of the CPA, established the Higher National De-Ba’athification Commission (HNDC). In a subsequent CPA order, Administrator Bremer acknowledged the HNDC’s creation, ratified actions it had taken, and delegated HNDC the authority to implement de-Ba’athification consistent with prior CPA pronouncements. The order also provided due process rights for civil servants subject to removal for former Ba’ath affiliation, including pre-termination notice and an opportunity to present evidence and argument, as well as post-termination appeal and review rights. The CPA also granted the Governing Council authority to establish additional implementing guidance and procedures, including special rules for particular professions or categories of employees.

On January 11, 2004, the Governing Council issued the HNDC’s implementing instructions. The guidance generally followed earlier CPA directives, although it afforded new appeal rights to the lowest ranking “full members” (“Firqah”), authorized judicial appeal of decisions by the HNDC sustaining removals, and granted pensions to some low-level former Party members whose employment was terminated. The Governing Council also announced that guidance for de-Ba’athification of trade associations and certain private sector organizations would be forthcoming.

REINTEGRATION

Once former Ba’athists have paid an appropriate penalty commensurate with the degree of their culpability, they must have the ability to reintegrate into society and pursue equal opportunity under the law. To date, however, the CPA and Governing Council have not proposed a reconciliation process, apparently waiting until prosecutions and programs to redress victims are underway. While this hesitancy is understandable, it may be shortsighted. Although the processes of retribution, redress, and reconciliation may end up occurring more or
less sequentially, the likelihood of achieving the overall objectives will be increased by having a comprehensive, integrated, and complementary strategy at the outset.\textsuperscript{101}

Perhaps the greatest challenge will be the reintegration of the tens or hundreds of thousands of former Ba’athists\textsuperscript{102} who were responsible for abuse and persecution and committed acts that constitute misdemeanors under Iraqi law. Clearly, neither the IST nor the regular Iraqi criminal courts can resolve the potential volume of these cases in any reasonable time period, thus delaying and frustrating justice and inviting extrajudicial "score settling." There are many models Iraq’s governing authorities can consider to deal with these cases, including truth committees, truth and reconciliation commissions, lustration, and partial or conditional grants of amnesty.\textsuperscript{103} One possible model was proposed by the Iraqi Jurists’ Association (IJA), a group primarily composed of expatriate lawyers, judges, and law professors, and the Working Group on Transitional Justice in Iraq.\textsuperscript{104} However, like most of the work done under the umbrella of the Future of Iraq Project, this proposal has not received serious attention from Baghdad authorities.\textsuperscript{105}

The IJA advocates the creation of amnesty and reconciliation committees to resolve the multitude of potential misdemeanor cases.\textsuperscript{106} Under the IJA’s proposal, each committee would consist of three members, headed by a judicial officer. Generally, the committees’ jurisdiction would be limited to misdemeanors confessed within a one-year amnesty period. In addition, the committees could act in more serious criminal matters in cases where, consistent with tenets of Islamic law, the victim and the victim’s family agree to relinquish their rights against the perpetrator as an act of forgiveness that involves the perpetrator compensating the victims for their injuries and damages.\textsuperscript{107}

Consistent with existing Iraqi criminal law regarding immunity, the perpetrator must make a full and truthful confession and fully cooperate with investigators by identifying other wrongdoers. The draft law also requires the person seeking amnesty to agree to accept the punishment of the committee, make a public apology, and pledge not to commit future offenses. If the accused fails to comply with all the conditions for amnesty, the matter could be referred to the public prosecutor for investigation and prosecution in a court of competent jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{108}

In the IJA proposal, the amnesty and reconciliation committees have broad latitude to fashion appropriate punishments, including ordering the accused to make a personal payment to the victim and perform prescribed community service for a period of up to one year. Decisions of the committees may be reviewed by appropriate appellate courts. To ensure that future generations would be reminded of the dark Ba’ath era, all crimes would be entered into a public registry and appropriate memorials created for victims.\textsuperscript{109}
The IJA model, developed with international assistance, has considerable appeal. It recognizes that international crimes and serious domestic offenses must be prosecuted, but strikes a pragmatic balance between the need for accountability with the realities of the judicial capacity to handle the volume of potential lesser-offense cases. Unlike many other reconciliation processes, the IJA’s plan extensively incorporates existing national law and cultural norms. In addition, it makes full and voluntary confession a precursor to any amnesty and recognizes the rights of victims to compensation for injuries. It also provides for appropriate lustration mechanisms to ensure transparency and awareness of individual wrongdoing, now and in the future.

ADDITIONAL INTERNATIONAL ROLES

Although there are examples of truth and reconciliation processes sponsored, financed, and operated by the UN and other international organizations, reconciliation—more than any other rule of law process—requires national “ownership” to succeed. However, given the vast experience and expertise developed in the international community in the past thirty years with various reconciliation models, international experts could provide valuable advice and assistance in determining whether the IJA model or some other variation should be adopted in Iraq and in determining how best to incorporate both Iraqi and international norms. They could also advise and assist in drafting enabling documents and setting up databases and registries. In addition, international experts could conduct training for investigators, commissioners, and jurists involved in the process. Moreover, international assistance could be sought to finance these undertakings.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In order to enhance effectiveness, efficiency, transparency, and legitimacy in each of the foregoing rule of law processes, the CPA and Governing Council should take the following specific actions:

Prosecutions –
- Appoint one or more international judges (but not a majority) to sit on the trial and appellate tribunals created by the IST statute
- Consult with the UN and international experts to identify qualified experts to serve as advisors and observers in preparing and taking cases to trial before the IST
- Request international assistance in drafting IST rules of procedure and evidence to ensure compliance with internationally-accepted norms
• Request international training assistance for judges, prosecutors, and support staff of the IST
• Seek commitments for funding of the IST process commensurate with the degree of international participation
• Engage ICTFY prosecutors, judges, and administrative staff and other experts familiar with ICTFY procedures to review lessons learned in prosecuting deposed state leaders, managing case loads, etc.

Property Claims –
• Amend the IPCC’s chartering documents to add qualified international advisors and observers to IPCC staffs
• Request relevant UN agencies and NGOs to share information regarding IDP property claims with the IPCC
• Seek expert information from UN agencies and NGOs on property values and construction and resettlement costs
• Engage commissioners and support staff from the Kosovo HPD and HPCC to capture lessons learned
• Coordinate with relevant UN agencies and NGOs to ensure linkage between the resolution of claims and the resettlement of IDPs and refugees
• Seek commitments for funding of the IST process commensurate with the degree of international participation

Truth and Reconciliation –
• Adopt the IJA proposal for reconciliation or explore with international experts alternative models
• Request international assistance in drafting enabling documents and rules governing procedures and evidence
• Request training assistance from qualified international experts for Iraqi investigators, commissioners, judges, and staff involved in whatever reconciliation mechanisms are adopted
• Seek commitments for funding of reconciliation processes commensurate with the degree of international participation

CONCLUSION
Currently, national and international attention is focused almost exclusively on the political transition of sovereignty. Very little consideration is being given to outstanding rule of law
issues. While this focus is driven by political expediencies and pre-established deadlines, it may, in some cases, put the proverbial cart before the horse. For example, it is difficult to imagine how orderly voter registration and elections in critical cultural flashpoints like Kirkuk can occur until there is a general agreement on disputed property claims in the area. In addition, such an orientation may be myopic. As Paddy Ashdown, the former UN High Representative in Bosnia noted:

In Bosnia, we thought that democracy was the highest priority and we measured it by the number of elections we could organize. In hindsight, we should have put the establishment of rule of law first, for everything else depends on it: a functioning economy, a free and fair political system, the development of civil society, and public confidence in police and courts. We should do well to reflect on this as we formulate our plans for Afghanistan, and perhaps, Iraq.\textsuperscript{113}

Referring to the current situation in Iraq, Middle East expert Anthony Cordesman has similarly cautioned: “There is far too much talk about democracy in the narrow sense of elections, and far too little talk about the role of the separation of power and rule of law.”\textsuperscript{114}

In the time remaining before authority transfers to a new transitional government, the CPA and Governing Council should actively re-engage the UN and international community to enhance nascent rule of law processes. Coalition forces have sacrificed too much to let this opportunity pass. Iraqi citizens, who have suffered so much for so long, deserve no less.
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